HOLIDAY BY THE SEA?
Geversduin: guest in nature
De Lakens: enjoy the beach life
Bakkum: naturally creative

2018

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM

SLEEP AMONGST NATURE

THE INDESCRIBABLE
CHARM OF THE SEA

THREE UNIQUE CAMPSITES
Tucked amidst beautiful nature areas, in the dunes
and close to the sea. The Kennemer Duincampings
Geversduin, de Lakens and Bakkum have a lot in
common but are also very different. Which campsite is
best suited for you? Browse through this brochure or take
a look online at the website(s). Whatever campsite you
choose: you’re always welcome!
kennemerduincampings.com

GEVERSDUIN
When we talk about ‘amongst nature’, we’re referring
to Geversduin. Woodlands everywhere, at and around
the campsite. Hiking and cycling trails start and end at
the campsite. We literally live, play and eat in and from
nature. For green and pure enthusiasts, Geversduin is
the ideal campsite!
pages 4-7
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FREE DUINSAFARI APP

BY BIKE AND BY FOOT

Amazing animals or plants? Eternalise them with the
DuinSafari App, free to download from the App Store
or the Play Store. Especially for campsite guests!

Biking is as Dutch as cheese. So tiptop bikes are for rent
at all campsites. Nevertheless we know some of our guests
prefer discovery by foot. Either way: it’s slow tourism.

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM

SLEEP AMONGST NATURE

NATURE AWAITS AT
EVERY TURN

DE LAKENS
On one side of the campsite expansive nature with
an endless dune landscape. On the other side, the
entertainment of the Bloemendaal beach with its beach
pavilions and active fun with surf boards, kites and kite
surf ing. For those who want to combine fresh air and
relaxation with active enjoyment.
pages 8-11

BAKKUM
A household name for over a century. Camping was
practically invented at Bakkum. You still find that
genuine warmth, coupled of course with the comforts of
2018. At Bakkum a lot of attention is devoted to art and
culture; the open air theatre De Pan plays an important
role each year.
pages 12-15

GREEN KEY
The Gold Green Key, the reward for all we
at Kennemer Duincampings do relating to
environmental protection and sustainability.
An extra stimulus to continue!

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM
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GUEST IN NATURE

TICKLED BY NATURE

INFINITE GREEN
Campsite and surrounding nature reserve blend invisibly.
Forests, dunes; you can feel, see and smell nature
everywhere. Whether you bring your own tent or caravan
or stay in rented accommodation, nature is but a few
steps or bike wheel revolutions away. And behind all
those natural dunes the sea awaits. You’re welcome as
nature’s guest!
campinggeversduin.com

SHADES OF GREEN
Green is the most common colour in the natural world, so
it’s no wonder the shades of green are inf inite. Trees are
green, the grass in the dunes is green. Many edible things
in nature are green too. Geversduin has it all: from nettle
tea to fresh herbs on your veranda.

USE AND RE-USE
At the end of the season we get busy
dismantling and tidying up. Everything
that can be re-used or recycled in any way
is taken to the local recycling centre.
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ORGANIC IN THE MINI-MARKT
The supermarket has become
mini-market. The focus is on local
and organic produce; with fresh
rolls daily!

CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

GUEST IN NATURE

ALL NATURAL

INSECT BINGO
Put on your sleuthing specs and make sure you can get
dirty, because we’re going into the wild. All children
receive a card with well-known insects. It is a bingo
card, and those who hunt best f ill their card f irst.
Look everywhere to f ind all that crawls or f lies. The
Recreation Team know how the game is played, even
though children sometimes make up their own rules.

BUTTERFLY MANIA
That may be a bit exaggerated, but the campsite
is certainly very butterf ly-friendly, with
special food plants, and a butterf ly garden.
From Meadow browns to Red admirals, Cabbage
whites and European peacocks; they can all be
found at Geversduin. Certainly when you come in early
spring, when you can see them as: caterpillars.

HOLIDAY HOME
And what a home it is! A Hobbit House? Or a Tree House?
Or would you prefer a Vegetable House? The team at
Geversduin is brimming with creativity, resulting in
some amazing places to stay. At least, if you act speedily
because when they’re gone, they’re gone. Which one will
be your holiday address?

MR SUSTAINABLE
Our new campsite manager is Foppe. His name is
almost synonymous with sustainability, which is why
he is guiding our technical staff. What his eyes see,
other people’s hands can make!

CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

ONLY THE PONY
They call on Sundays, the horses and ponies,
assembling on Centrumplein. So what
will you do: ride, pet, or just have a good
look f irst?
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CAMPING AND RENTING

WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE?

OWN CARAVAN OR CAMPER

CAMPER’S CHOICE

Or camper - whichever - as there is a space for everyone.
The level of luxury is up to you. Water, electricity, and a
picnic table: it is all there, and you can take or leave it.

Binnenduinrand, Duinstruweel and Eikenbos; choice
galore. The campsite has a lot of woodland areas.
Binnenduinrand has sunny pitches on a forest f loor.

The car can be parked next to the caravan, or do you
prefer a car-free spot? Dogs are welcome in the area
‘De Hoepse Beek ’ (complete with dog shower!).

The car can stay next to your caravan or tent. If you
prefer to be close to a play area for very small children,
then Duinstruweel is for you. Eikenbos is near the sports
f ields. Fancy a game after dinner?

campinggeversduin.com/camping

campinggeversduin.com/camping

PROPER CAMPING
Real, old-fashioned camping. In tent or caravan, in the midst
of nature. The tree canopy protecting against the
mid-day heat. Rustling behind the tent. Rabbits hopping past,
squirrels up a tree. We call these Oasis pitches.
No electricity; remember, this is proper camping!
campinggeversduin.com/oase
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CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

CAMPING AND RENTING

TREE HOUSE
Surrounded by, indeed; trees. Lovely houses with a 1st
f loor living room. Start studying the crowns of the trees
and all animals that live up there at breakfast already.
The best of neighbours. Something for you?
campinggeversduin.com/treehouse

VEGETABLE HOUSE
Vegetables everywhere: around and also in the Vegetable
House. Maintenance is done by local school children, so
the temporary inhabitants …? They just harvest and eat!
The walls are made of canvas, and there is a heater.
campinggeversduin.com/vegetable-house

BEACH HOUSE
Elaborate kitchen, private bathroom, scaffold board
furniture and a covered terrace. There is even a
dishwasher. Two bedrooms plus a sleeping loft can
accommodate 6 people.
campinggeversduin.com/beach-cabin

CAMPINGGEVERSDUIN.COM

KARSTENTENT
Glorious tents, fully furnished with items made from
scaffold boards. They come with every convenience, so
all you need to do is unpack your clothes and toys to
start your camping holiday! Super cosy: bring a torch!
campinggeversduin.com/karstentent

TENT HOUSE
A little house made from - what else? - canvas, complete
with wooden f loor. Also; a fridge, and a small kitchen with
cold running water, a coffee machine and kettle. There’s a
heater and TV/DVD in the living room. Plus a private toilet.
campinggeversduin.com/tent-cabin

HOBBIT HOUSE
Neither Frodo nor Bilbo will call, but that is the only
difference. The round green door, the lantern, the small
windows. Unique and luxurious, and cosier than cosy.
Tip: book early.
campinggeversduin.com/hobbit-home
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ENJOY THE BEACH LIFE

DE LAKENS BEACH LIFE

KITING CHAMPIONS
Flying a kite is just one of the many things to do on
the wide Bloemendaal beach. There is kiting and wave
surf ing too at this hub of beach life, complete with beach
pavilions serving great food. There are endless walks on
the beach or through the extensive dune landscape on
the other side of the campsite. Come join us on the coast!
campingdelakens.com

BEACHED AT LAST
Local, fresh, excellent food describes the fare at
restaurant Gestrand (Beached). Our guests describe it
as ‘pure, no-frills hospitality’. Noticeable as soon as
you enter: an open, relaxed ambiance that makes you
feel welcome. With or without children, young and old
come together in Gestrand. So much so that many guests
choose to throw their birthday parties here!

MUSICAL DRAM?
A drink and great (pop) music; ‘Borrelpop’ evenings at
de Lakens are legendary. Relax as the sun sinks down
behind the dunes. This year on May 12th, July 19th &
26th, and August 2nd, 9th & 16th.
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SURF LESSONS
Kidscamp, Surfcamp, or a single
lesson? Everything goes. The sea is
waiting with the challenge of
its waves!

CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

ENJOY THE BEACH LIFE

HURRAY,
IT’S HOLIDAY!

SALT WATER ONLY
Surf ing is one thing, but there is so much more!
Catamaran Sailing, Kite Surf ing, Supping. The beach
is just a few steps from the beach, so take a walk to
MiFune and open up a world of possibilities. Follow
de Lakens on Facebook and look at the videos and get
ready for all that’s in store for you in the salt water on
the Dutch coast.

WELLNESS BEACH
Imagine the sun shining, a gentle breeze, and
an outdoor massage. Just lie down, feel the
wind on your skin and let a professional
do the rest. The sounds of the sea,
children at play in the distance.
Sounds gradually fade, the
time is yours only. But
what if the weather is
less glorious? Then the
Wellness Trailer comes into play. De Lakens honour
their title of Wellness Beach in all seasons!

YOGA WEEKENDS
Abandon everything for a weekend, come to De Lakens
and become ... yourself. Yoga lesson, meditation, windy
walks on the beach. All to unwind completely, with
others or on your own. If you take a friend, you each
have your own compartment of a De Waard tent. If it’s
just you, you can indicate if you want to share a tent
with someone or not. Just give us a ring for more info.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Lounge Spots is what we call the large camping pitches.
You could also just call them very big. No tent of
caravan this time? Take a look at the Laidback Shack
or the Beach Lodge. Or pick a Camping Bungalow.

CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

SMALL PLEASURES
With so much water sports on offer
you’d forget that the beach at de
Lakens is the largest sand pit any
toddler could wish for.
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CAMPING AND RENTING

WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE?

PITCHES THAT FIT

DE WAARD TENTS

..describes it best. Larger, smaller, with or without
e lectricity, suitable for a caravan or ideal for a tent. We
have Dune Spots and Beach Spots; all with that coastal feel.

If a tent were a car, this would be a ‘Rolls Royce’. These
are the exclusive choice for our Yoga weekends too.
We’ ll pitch it and furnish it before you arrive, naturally.

We even have places going by the names of ‘Relax Place’
and ‘Comfort Area’. And how about ‘Play Town’? Those
staying there are bound to have small children, as these
are adjacent to the play equipment. You f ind the complete
overview on our website.

So what’s left for you to bring? Just cooking utensils.
Apart from that, all you need to do is unpack your
suitcases and start your holiday. Bring on the beach!
We have tents that sleep 2, 4, and 6 people.

campingdelakens.com/camping

campingdelakens.com/dewaardtents

LOUNGE SPOTS
Indeed, a wonderful concept. Large pitches, in a unique
location. There are ‘ordinary’ Lounge Spots, as well as
Lounge Spots sheltered by green. Private and with your
own picnic table. Camping in a Lounge Spot
will give the ultimate dune experience.
campingdelakens.com/loungespots
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CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM

CAMPING AND RENTING

LAIDBACK SHACK
A luxurious beach house, dedicated to lounging and
chilling. No surprise - they’re stylish and contain all mod
and not-so-mod cons, such as a microwave, the morning
paper on tablet and good beds.

BEACH LODGES
Tough canvas tents (2-6 people), standing on a wooden
f loor. Bath and phone docking station included.
The kitchen is fully equipped and your beds will be
made before arrival.

campingdelakens.com/laidbackshack

campingdelakens.com/beachlodges

BACKPACK SHACKS

RETRO TRAILER/AIRSTREAM

With backpackers in mind. A short break at the seaside?
Then on to Amsterdam? No luxuries, but oodles of
convenience. Put your backpacks in a corner and there is
room for 2 or 3 friends.
campingdelakens.com/backpackshack

Fifties on the outside, hiding a 2018 interior. Toilet,
kitchen, double bed and an amazing TV. The morning
paper on tablet. Nespresso takes care of the coffee, and
the fridge will keep your other drinks nice and cold.
campingdelakens.com/retrotrailer

BEACH BUS

CAMPING BUNGALOW

An American school bus, converted into a magical dwelling.
A double bunk bed, a small kitchen and a toilet. Outside
wouldn’t be complete without the hammock. With your feet
in the sand you can chill beyond your wildest dreams.

In one word: cosy. In another: snug. Everything you need
is there. You sleep in the bunk bed or on the sofa bed.
In the compact kitchen you’ ll f ind a small cooker and
a fridge.

campingdelakens.com/beachbus

campingdelakens.com/bungalow

CAMPINGDELAKENS.COM
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NATURALLY CREATIVE

BAKKUM BRINGS OUT
THE BEST IN YOU

A QUICK WORD
Camping Bakkum, with all its room and opportunity for
creativity and sociability. From Circus Week to family
theatre, indulge yourself at Bakkum! Alternate the
artistry with relaxing walks through the stunning natural
surroundings that are the North Holland Dune Reserve.
It is exactly this diversity that has made Bakkum camping
the holiday favourite it has been for over a century.
campingbakkum.com

GUITAR JAMMING
Right, but how? Somebody breaks out in a song.
Amazingly there turns out to be a guitar lying around.
When this happens, Sjaak won’t be far, and will put down
tools for a bit. Suddenly it is a beautiful summer evening,
and drinks and snacks appear. So bring your musical
instrument when you come to Bakkum, because there are
many more like Sjaak, both staff and guests!

BAKKUM VERTELT
The music and theatre campsite festival Bakkum Vertelt
(Tells Stories) will run from Thursday 12th to Sunday
evening 15th of July. Performances, shows, song, dance,
interactive story telling and more. Do join us!
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BAKKUM’S GOT TALENT
We’re going for it, and are giving in to
all requests to repeat our talent show
in 2018. Have a bash, and make a note
of Saturday 11th August!

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM

NATURALLY CREATIVE

JOINT BAKKUM
DISCOVERY

ABOUT SAND AND TWIGS
Where parents and grandparents see sand, holes and
twigs, children discover castles, space ships and invisible
diggers revealing themselves. With reinforcements such
as Spiderman and the Hulk, allied rabbits, and a Great
Assignment that needs to be completed today. That is
to say, until the boy next door grabs his ball, then the
fortress is forgotten. Or was it a spacecraft?

GOTCHA!
The ice cream shop makes its own ice cream, the f ish
shop gets its f ish straight from the harbour. You’ ll f ind
a supermarket, a restaurant and a snack bar; the central
shopping area at Bakkum is active and varied. When
asked about their prominent memories, our guests often
mention “the chickens”. As you walk past you see them
turning in the grill, smell their aroma, and you just know
they’ve got your name on them!

CAMPSITE CUPPA
Rising, a few errands, and automatically staying for a cappuccino. It’s the
holidays after all, also on the terrace
of ‘Op de Hoek ’.

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM

FRESH IS NICEST
Let’s be honest, you can just taste it. Simple,
easy and honest are the words that typify
the Camping Bakkum kitchen. An honest
kitchen where freshness is king.
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CAMPING AND RENTING

WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE?

ZEEDUIN

COMMISSARISVELD

These pitches are all in the forested part of the campsite
that we call Zeeduin. Some forest pitches sit in full sun,
others are shaded. All pitches have electricity.

In the middle of the dunes, gorgeously sunny and close
to the track leading to the beach. There are f ive different
kinds of pitches, such as the Play Pitch, a family favourite.

Thanks to the “parking cases” there is lots of extra space.
What is a parking case? An extraordinary parking space,
close to your pitch. Ingeniously designed, even if we so
say ourselves.

Where children play, the areas are naturally car-free.
Other pitches, such as Sun Pitches, do have a space for
your car next to the tent or caravan. Our special Tent
Pitches do not have electricity.

campingbakkum.com/camping

campingbakkum.com

WATERSPORTS PITCHES
Ideal for water sports lovers. This area conjures up the
real beach feeling. Hammocks, a great BBQ and lots of
action and adventure. Clinics are organised from this
f ield, so unsurprisingly you’ ll often f ind the surf coaches
here. When booking a Water Sports Pitch, you get a free
locker at Sports at Sea for all your gear!
campingbakkum.com/waterpitches
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CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM

CAMPING AND RENTING

BEACH HOUSE
This sleeps 6, has a complete kitchen and scaffold board
furniture, making for a great atmosphere. Enhanced even
further by the covered veranda and the private bathroom.
campingbakkum.com/beachhouse

PANORAMA TENT
New - completely new! Windows all around so you are
one with the forest. The tent is ready to move into, with
electricity, cool box and atmospheric lighting. At night
you can see the stars straight from your bed!

TENT HOUSE
Old-fashioned camping, but then with private toilet, gas
heater and comfortable beds. This house sleeps 4 and
there is a good kitchen, with cold running water.
campingbakkum.com/tenthouse

CAMPING BUNGALOW
Wooden walls and a canvas roof. A 24 m2 version that
sleeps 4, or a 32 m 2 version accommodating 6. Electricity,
water and a heater. Private toilet available as an
extra option.

campingbakkum.com/panorama-tent

campingbakkum.com/bugalow

DUNE LODGE

BAKKUMS HOEVE

Possibly the best space in this cosy wooden house
is the covered veranda. Inside you’ ll find two bedrooms,
a toilet, a gas heater, electricity, water and a kitchen
island.

Lots of friends? A large family? Then consider Bakkums
Hoeve. Our group accommodation offers all convenience.
A large living room, and 9 bedrooms that sleep 2 or 4.
Have a great time together!

campingbakkum.com/dunenlodge

campingbakkum.com/bakkumshoeve

CAMPINGBAKKUM.COM
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SUPRISING DAY & NIGHT

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
‘GEVERSDUIN’
Beverwijkerstraatweg 205, 1901 NH Castricum
E. info@campinggeversduin.com
T. +31 251 - 66 10 95
www.campinggeversduin.com

‘DE LAKENS’
Zeeweg 60, 2051 EC Bloemendaal aan Zee
E. info@campingdelakens.com
T. +31 23 - 54 11 570
www.campingdelakens.com

‘BAKKUM’
Zeeweg 31, 1901 NZ Castricum aan Zee
E. info@campingbakkum.com
T. +31 251 - 66 10 91
www.campingbakkum.com

KENNEMERDUINCAMPINGS.COM

For 2018 rates go to:
kennemerduincampings.com/rates
Of course feel free to drop by!
You can follow us on
Facebook & Twitter!

